ABSTRACT A vehicular ad hoc network (VANET) is a collection of mobile vehicles that aids roadside communication through vehicle-to-vehicle and vehicle-to-infrastructure operation modes. The network is autonomous and, hence, requires a wide range of security measures to protect its communications from attack. Recent studies on VANET security have focused on resolving the issues due to computation and distribution density of the vehicles. Probability distribution measures have been administered for detecting collision attacks, which increases the computational complexity. In this paper, a trust-based distributed authentication (TDA) method that relies on a global trust server and vehicle behavior for avoiding collision attacks is proposed. This method ensures both inter-vehicular and intra-vehicular communication security in the network. In addition, a channel state routing protocol (CSRP) is proposed to improve the communication reliability among the vehicles. Reliable vehicles are identified according to the on-board unit (OBU) energy and the channel state of the vehicle to deliver seamless communication. The biased methods are assimilated to improve the communication reliability by avoiding collision attacks and improving secured packets flow in VANETs. In particular, the CSRP minimizes the energy exploitation of OBUs and time delay. TDA improves the security of the network by improving the collision recognition rate and the broadcast rate.
During the vehicle communication process, the VANET maintains different characteristics [6] , such as the prediction concept, geographical communication, dynamic topology, mobility node, and frequency node changing process. These characteristics are used to determine the efficiency of vehicular communication. Even though the network has several characteristics, the network congestion and channel allocation are major issues because the routing decision of vehicle communication is difficult. Thus, different routing protocols [7] , such as the routing information protocol, enhanced interior gateway routing protocol, and distance-vector routing protocol, are introduced for avoiding network congestion. The routing protocol helps to detect the optimized route for transmitting the message from one node to another in an effective manner but faces several issues, such as route disconnections and high node densities, which affect the entire V2V communication process. Several studies have been conducted in this area. Network assignment for channel allocation and stable routing methods was performed for mobile cognitive networks by using an integrated transmission cost and relay workload, resulting in optimized routing [8] , [9] . The reliable routing technique introduced in [10] depends on the energy cost, minimum energy, and lifetime of the network. However, without consideration of the channel state (CS) and resource allocation, the routing is compromised. Thus, this paper introduces an energy-optimization technique based on a CS routing protocol with trust-based distributed authentication (CSRP-TDA) to eliminate intermediate collision attacks and maintain the network in an effective manner.
II. RELATED WORK
To address the aforementioned issue, resource allocation with flexible channel cooperation through optimization based on Nash bargaining systems was designed [11] . Collision detection and correction are two of the major difficulties to be overcome in ITSs. In [12] , randomized network structuring and a packet routing framework based on nearest-neighbor communications improved the energy consumed per packet. In [13] , resource allocation with multiple relays was designed, with the aid of a greedy algorithm that improved the end-to-end rate. One of the main issues in the workflow management system is the proper and optimal allocation of resources. Discrete optimization was applied to reduce the computational complexity, and the system workload was designed in [14] , this model is defined to minimize the energy expenses of the network. In [15] , the vehicular network communication process is managed by applying an interaction collision warning system (ICWS) for eliminating network collisions as well as intermediate attacks. During the communication process, the network utilizes a three-dimensional ray launching algorithm for managing the V2I communication, which minimizes the path loss and collision attacks effectively. In [16] , cooperative message authentication protocol (CMAP)-based optimized smart cities were created by a vehicular cyber physical system. During the development process, the system utilized several roadside access points, along with shopkeepers, which attract passing customers. An evaluation scheme using a cooperative awareness message was presented to address issues related to the collision probability. Furthermore, a distributed key management framework for reducing the computational overhead in VANETs was presented. Due to the openness of the ad-hoc network, launching attack or malicious nodes are natural in VANETs. This is accomplished through intermittent monitoring of the network. Among the various types of attacks, the collision attack is significant because of its open nature. An overview of security approaches for VANETs was presented in [17] and [18] . More challenges are involved in secure and efficient exchange of information in VANETs than for any other type of adhoc network. A reliable broadcast protocol based on a disjunctive code was presented in [19] , increasing the rates of transmission and reception in the VANET. An attack-resilient mix zone was presented in [20] , ensuring the location privacy of mobile users in an intermittent manner. An interruption recognition framework for security in a basic medicinal framework was introduced in [21] and [22] according to the control determination-based Intrusion Detection System procedure. One of the most popular research topics in the field of cryptography is the application of the privacy-preserving data aggregation problem.
In [23] - [26] , a privacy preservation scheme using a sum and product based on the aggregation model was investigated, which minimized both the communication and computational complexities. One of the growing types of attacks in the internet community is the malware attack. In [27] , optimal distributed malware defense using content-based signatures was investigated, with the aim of ensuring security and a high data broadcast rate. This study considers safe correspondence in remote sensor systems in view of a new dynamic versatile limited-time chaos synchronization approach considering noise and vulnerability [28] . For this reason, the adjustments proposed in [29] are applied to the base station and sensor hubs to create tumultuous signs. Confused signs are influenced by noise and vulnerability. Initially, the modified segment examination is performed to isolate the clamor from the disorderly flags. At this point, by utilizing the versatile limited-time sliding-mode controller, a control law and a versatile parameter-tuning strategy are proposed for accomplishing limited-time confusion synchronization under the uproarious conditions and parametric vulnerabilities. Synchronization between the base station and each of the sensor hubs is acknowledged through confused flag [27] - [30] . Reproduction is introduced to demonstrate the adequacy and pertinence of the proposed system. Thus, the most efficient information gathering algorithm for the associated target scope involves expanding the wireless sensor network (WSN) lifetime, for both static and versatile multi-hop WSNs [31] - [36] . In [34] , a privacy preserving framework for cloud is designed. It preserves the end-user privacy in a distributed manner. In this work, collision attack detection using trust-based hash is used to ensure a reliable and functional VANET communication. Collision attack correction is used for motivating vehicles to participate in secure data-packet transmission and for increasing the availability and quality of the network. The proposed method protects the data packets by using vehicle-and message-level model to ensure a high collision attack detection rate without significant delay.
The main contributions of this paper are as follows. 1. A novel collision attack detection and avoidance system with low energy consumption employing the optimized routing method of CSRP-TDA is proposed. 2. A CS routing protocol (CSRP) is designed for improving the communication rates of the vehicles and reducing the delay. CS-based routing improves the energy efficiency of the on-board units (OBUs) by curtailing energy exploitations. 3. The TDA design prevents collisions causing attacks from participating in the routing process. 4. The TDA further administers security for V2V and V2I
communications with the help of a global trust server and hashed messages. 5. The two methods are integrated to improve the energy efficiency of the OBUs, the broadcast rate, and the collision recognition, as well as to minimize the time delay in communication. This paper is organized as follows. The Introduction and Related Work are presented in Sections I and II, respectively. Section III presents the operations of the CSRP and TDA for implementation. Section IV details the experimental settings. Section V presents the NS2 simulation results. Section VI gives concluding remarks.
III. MATERIALS AND METHOD

A. NETWORK MODEL
Consider a vehicular network with V vehicles that move independently using Manhattan Mobility. The vehicles are equipped with a sensor that builds the OBU of vehicular communications. The sensors are intended to gather information from their neighbors and relay this information to a distant sink node or base station. The vehicles in the network communicate with their neighbors through a bi-directional link E; the network can be expressed as a graph of G = (V , E). A vehicle communicates with the sink node by relying on its neighbors; the links are augmented for communication, as indicated by (1) .
Here, V s and V sn represent the source and sink vehicles, respectively. Two vehicles V i and V j are said to be in-range if (2) is satisfied.
Here, d V i , V j is the distance between the two vehicles, and R is the communication range of the vehicles.
B. CSRP
The CSRP relies on the CS of the neighbor and the remaining energy of the OBU. The communicating source vehicle initiates a CS request to its neighbors; the neighbors acknowledge either CS = 0 (idle) or CS = 1 (busy). The source vehicle selects a set of all vehicles V with CS = 0 and computes d and the residual energy (E R ) of its neighbors. If E i and E c are the initial energy and the energy consumption of the OBU, respectively, the residual energy of the OBU is calculated using (3).
Then, the CSR factor (CSRF) for identifying an optimal neighbor is computed using (4) .
A neighbor with the maximum CSRF is selected as the next optimal vehicle for transmission. The optimality of the vehicle based on the CSRF is verified after each set of communication based on d and E R . As the velocity of the vehicles changes with time, the distance between the sink and the source varies. It is not essential that the same neighbor must be available during different transmission sequences. In this routing, the vehicle initiates a request/acquires data if the CS of the neighbor is idle [37] - [39] . For seamless communication, if the CS is busy, the active communicating source searches for a new neighbor to pursue further transmissions. Fig. 2 , illustrates the flow of the proposed CSRP. The source vehicle reaches the sink node in either one hop or multiple hops. For multi-hop communication, the source VOLUME 6, 2018 relies on its neighbors to reach the destination. On each communication assessment of visiting a neighbor node, the process is continued until the sink is reached. The CSRF is updated through the series of observations. The proposed CSRP protocol classifies vehicles as neighbors (CV = 0) or sinks (CV = 1).
1) CONTRARY ANALYSIS
Two or more neighbors are selected with CS = 0 and even energy levels.
2) SOLUTION
In this case, the distance between the neighbor and the sink is assessed for identifying the closest neighbor. Unlike the conventional methods, the shortest distance from the neighbor to the sink is considered in selecting the optimal vehicle. An ideal sink location that ensures optimal energy utilization is represented by (5) .
Deliver date packet;
End if End if End if End For
Algorithm 1, describes the process of the proposed CSRP protocol. The collected data are relayed through available neighbors that satisfy both the channel and energy constraints. This optimality in the neighbor selection is employed throughout the relaying process to improve data collection rates and to reduce overhead. The energy of the forwarding vehicle is acquired through periodic update messages. The energy-insufficient OBU vehicles are discarded from the handling information; thus, premature energy failures are prevented, minimizing the redundant energy exploitation. If the number of users is increasing, the channel response algorithm [40] , [41] can be incorporated with the proposed CSRP to minimize the exchange of control messages.
C. TRUST-BASED DISTRIBUTED AUTHENTICATION (TDA)
In this section, the proposed TDA model, that identifies any collision attack on the VANET, is described. Fig. 3 shows a block diagram of the TDA model. The model consists of three main phases: (i) the Training phase, (ii) the Collision Attack Detection phase, and (iii) the Collision Correction phase. An elaborate description of each phase is presented in Fig. 3. 
1) TDA-TRAINING PHASE
In the Training phase, which is considered the most timeconsuming phase, the TDA extracts the features representing the network statistical behavior. The communication time, source, neighbor information and the packet type are the features extracted in this phase. The process is confined with legitimate vehicles alone. In the TDA, the features are directly extracted from the bit stream of a corresponding data packet, which does not need to be decoded at the other end, aiming at reducing the time-consuming process while the features are extracted. The occurrences of the bit stream in a data packet that includes 64-bit positions are taken into account. Hence, the data-packet vector DPV 0 is given as
Here, DPV (X i ) represents the possibility of bit stream ''1'' appearing at the i th bit position. Then, the data-packet vector is reduced from DPV to DPV r and the feature vector fv at time interval t is generated, as follows:
Here, ⊕ symbolizes the exclusive-or operator, which represents the bit position of the data-packet vector. The vector-based training algorithm is denoted as Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 Vector-Based Training
Input: Data packets 'DP = DP 1 , DP 2 , . . . , DP n ', Normal packet 'NP = NP 1 , NP 2 , . . . , NP n ', Attack packet 'AP = AP 1 , AP 2 , . . . , AP n ', Data-packet vector 'DPV 0 ' Output:Computationally efficient data-packet vector Begin For each data packet 'DP' Extract data-packet vector 'DPV 0 ' using (6) Reduce data-packet vector from 'DPV ' to 'DPV r ' using (7)
End for End
The packets are classified based on the grade and trust of the vehicle. The most recent trust and grade value of a vehicle determines the type of packet being circulated. As shown in Algorithm 2, for each data packet, the vector-based training algorithm is designed with the objective of reducing the collision detection time by extracting a computationally efficient data-packet vector. Owing to the high time complexity involved in the extraction, the TDA extracts the features directly from data-packet vector using the exclusive-or operator. The collision attack detection using the trust-based hash model with the generated data-packet vector is discussed in the following subsections [42] - [44] .
2) TDA-COLLISION ATTACK DETECTION PHASE
As shown in Fig. 4 , the network involved in TDA comprises three entities: the vehicles, RSUs, and servers. Every vehicle in the network broadcasts and receives messages through adhoc communication. Data packets are carried by each vehicle, with each vehicle acting as a service provider through which the data packets are transmitted from source to destination. The RSU, being a wireless communication device, connects to the servers for secure communication between the vehicles and servers. The TDA also has a trust server to maintain the vehicle trust and issue trust certificates.
As shown in Fig. 4 , whenever a source vehicle V P needs to send a data packet (DP) to a destination vehicle V Q , the source vehicle must obtain a trust certificate (TC) from the trust server (TS):
Here, the TC comprises the DP, the trust value (TV ), and the identification (ID) of the TS, i.e., TS ID . Once the trust certificate is obtained by the source vehicle, it broadcasts a VOLUME 6, 2018
service message (SM ), along with the trust certificate. The service message is given as
Here, the service message includes the trust certificate TC obtained from the trust server, an event E (an instance), and the vehicle ID, i.e., V ID . Whenever an event occurs, a unique event identity (EID) is generated using a hash function:
The event identifier decides if the vehicle has a communication or a request phase to handle. To limit fake request message generation, the EID is broadcasted to the requesting neighbors for verification. Upon receipt of the message by the vehicle V Q , the signatures are verified, and the trust value of V P is obtained. The TS gathers the response messages, groups the trust values, and updates the accounts of the source and destination vehicles (V P and V Q , respectively). The TS maintains the vehicle record as ''(V ID , TV (SM ) , G)'', where V ID represents the unique vehicle ID intended to send the data-packet vector maintained by the TS, TV (SM ) represents the service message trust value for the unique vehicle V ID , and G represents the grade. The grade of the vehicle is used to assess its reliability towards trust. The reliability is estimated with the communication characteristics of the vehicle.
Malicious vehicles (i.e., colliding vehicles) purposefully send the TDA assumes that false service messages. A low service trust value indicates a colliding vehicle.
Algorithm 3 Trust-Based Hash
Input: Data packets 'DP =DP 1 ,DP 2 , . . . ,DP n ', Trust Server 'TS' Output: Collision attack detection Begin For each data packet 'DP' Source vehicle sends data-packet vector along with the feature vector to the trust server Creation of trust value by trust server using (8) For each event Generate service message using (9) Generate unique event identity through hash function using (10) Obtain data packet vector using (6) End for
End for End
As shown in Algorithm 3, for each data-packet vector, sent by the source vehicle to the destination vehicle, the trustbased hash algorithm initially proceeds with the assumption that the falsification of data packets is created by malicious vehicles for their own advantage. The service trust value is modeled for every vehicle, which identifies the malicious or colliding vehicles that give low quality services. For collision attack detection, the TDA uses mathematical modeling to measure the position where the minimum criteria are satisfied to safeguard the vehicles in the VANET. The location coordinates of the new vehicle and the existing vehicles are obtained. A threshold value of the radius R is obtained. With this measure (i.e., the location coordinates and threshold radius value), the coordinates within the threshold radius are considered to represent an authentic vehicle. The selected vehicles are used for secure communication. In contrast, the coordinates that lie outside the threshold radius are considered to represent a non-authentic vehicle and associated with the colliding node. The vehicles with low TC levels are discarded from communication. The TS updates the reliability of the communicating vehicle with the help of recommendations from its neighbors.
Hence, the proposed CSRP-TDA method brings significant improvements in the broadcast rate, with controlled delay and better security. The vehicles that are not authentic are denied from communication process, the interference and overhearing energy for their verification is conserved. The trust model with the base originality benchmark prevents the colliding nodes from accessing the vehicular network, and results indicate that collision detection and correction using TDA has a considerably better success rate.
3) TDA-COLLISION ATTACK CORRECTION PHASE
The correction process is carried out with any of the existing methods like Aloha detection or any other mitigation methods [42] - [44] .
Many novel methods have been proposed for collision attack and detection in the past. In this paper, the link stability and energy-aware routing are presented to solve the bi-objective optimization formulation, improving the normal vitality utilization by means of the CSRP and the system lifetime. The proposed framework was intended to guarantee protection of the information to be transmitted in the VANET. At the point when various servers send information to a similar beneficiary in a parallel way, in-cast congestion is said to occur. To address this issue, a congestion avoidance system was designed that ensures not only zero timeouts but also high throughput in data center networks with secured data transmission through TDA. While all these studies assume a cooperative message authentication scheme, in the present study, energy-aware routing with a collision attack detection and correction model to achieve security and a high broadcasting rate in the presence of colliding vehicles is developed with energy consumption and end-to-end delay to deliver packets between vehicles, ensuring reliable communication. TDA enhances the security of VANET communications using trust certificates and hash binding. The trust certificate ensures the selection of a legitimate vehicle, and the hash-based event occurrence improves the message security.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETTINGS
The TDA model used in the VANET employs the NS2 simulator with a network range of 1,400 m × 1,400 m. The experimental parameter settings are shown in Table 1 . Experimental analysis is performed on the parameters, such as the broadcast rate, security, and collision attack detection rate, with respect to the vehicle density in the VANET. The TDA metrics model is compared with the ICWS [15] and CMAP [16] , [42] in the VANET.
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The advantages and efficiency of the CSRP-TDA model in the VANET with the ICWS and CMAP, along with the parameters of the TDA, were analyzed using NS2. The analysis of the proposed method is described as follows. The broadcast rate for data packets sent in the VANET is shown in Fig. 5 , and the proposed CSRP-TDA is compared with the existing ICWS and CMAP. The broadcast rate is improved in the TDA model because the collision attack is detected at an early stage by applying the trustbased hash model. By applying the trust-based hash model in CSRP-TDA, the broadcast rate is ensured through a TS that maintains the trust certificate, which along with the service message ensures secure transmission. This enhances the communicate rate by 9% compared with the ICWS. The unique event identity generated for each vehicle further enhances the broadcast rate in CSRP-TDA. Information packets are safely transmitted to the receiver end with the awareness of attacker location. This enhances the communication rate by 23% compared with the CMAP.
As shown in Fig. 6 , for the vector-based training algorithm, applying the exclusive-or operator to each position of bits in position vectors results in the improvement of the collision time, ensuring better security. The number of packets secured over the transmitted data packets, in the proposed CSRP-TDA is high. .In the CSRP-TDA model, with the features extracted directly from the bit stream, decoding is not required at the receiving end, improving the rate of security in the CSRP-TDA model by 12% compared with the ICWS and 23% compared with the CMAP. In addition, with the application of the trust model and the colliding node removal process, VANET can handle stronger attacks. 7 shows the variation of the collision attack recognition rate for unusual exercises regarding the vehicle density in the VANET. Each of the outcomes shown in Fig. 7 , affirms that the proposed CSRP-TDA method essentially overcomes the other two techniques: the ICWS and CMAP. The collision-rate abnormal activity is enhanced in the CSRP-TDA model using the trust certificate issued by the TS, which generates a service message. This generated service message with a single event identity obtained through the hash function, improves the collision attack detection rate. As a result, the collection attack detection rate is improved by 9% compared with the ICWS. Moreover, the probability measurement obtained with a unique identity through the hash function improves the collision attack detection rate using the CSRP-TDA model by 18% compared with the CMAP. Here, the CSRP employs optimal combination of minimum distance, remaining energy, and CS for each OBU. This improves the success rate of data collection at the sink node, reducing the total energy consumption.
Furthermore, the CSRP utilizes recursive verification for ideal information gathering, and the sensor hubs are positioned along the optimal route to finish the information collection. This technique can reduce the workload of information gathering and hence minimizes the aggregate energy cost. 9 shows the average routing delay time with respect to the number of packets sent. As shown, the average routing delay time (minimal) for CSRP-TDA is shorter than the minimal average routing delay time in the optimal routes found by ICWS and CMAP. This is because, in the CSRP-TDA method, an evaluation standard is designed to verify the performance of the path vehicles. This standard consumes less energy while searching for the optimal route with minimal energy. Thus, the average routing delay time found by CSRP-TDA is the shortest. It was reduced by 4% compared with the ICWS and 8% compared with the CMAP.
VI. CONCLUSION
This manuscript proposes a CSRP with TDA for improving the reliability in VANET communication. The CSRP is intended to select optimal neighbors according to the CS and the energy of the OBUs to sustain communication. TDA ensures security at the vehicle and communication levels independently to retain consistency and authenticity. As the model uses the trust-based algorithm in a dynamic way, it enhances the security, ensuring secure data transmission between vehicles in the VANET. This is achieved through a unique identity for each round of a source vehicle to transmit packets. Subsequently, the proposed algorithm performs secure information packet transmission, diminishing the endto-end delay, and overcomes the overhead in the VANET. Simulations are performed to test the security, broadcast rate, and collision attack detection rate with respect to the vehicle density. The results indicate that CSRP-TDA offers better execution, with improvements of 16% and 17% in the communication rate and security, respectively, than ICWS and CMAP separately.
